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Principles of Data Communication 

Source: Jones, Ben. 2014. Communicating Data with Tableau: Designing, Developing, and Delivering Data Visualizations. Sebastopol, 
CA:  O’Reilly Media, Inc. 

Shannon, Claude E. and Weaver, Warren. 1940. The Mathematical 
Theory of Communication. Urbana: University of Illinois Press. 

Model of a communication system 

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
Now that we’ve discussed the planning and review processes and understand what data quality means to our users. Let’s look at some principles that we can apply to our data products to ensure that they communicate the messages that we want them to.In order to do this, it helps to have a mental model of a communication system, or what is happening when we try to communicate with our data.This model of communication systems is taken from The Mathematical Theory of Communication by Shannon and Weaver.The model shows an “information source” selecting a message and then a “transmitter changes this message into the signal which is actually sent over the communication channel from the transmitter to the receiver”.An illustration given in the book is:“To illustrate the model, consider oral speech: the information source is the brain of a certain person; the transmitter is this person’s vocal system; the channel is the sound waves that travel as particles in the air collide; the receiver is the auditory system of a second person; and the destination is this second person’s brain. The noise source includes other sounds present at the time the first person speaks.”Shannon and Weaver describe how this model can apply to a wide variety of cases, including those in which the symbols are “written letters or words, or musical notes, or spoken words, or symphonic music, or pictures.” Put simply, the model describes the process of one mind attempting to affect another, and it’s the very essence of the human experience.This communication model was also discussed in Ben Jones’s book Communicating Data with Tableau. In it, he summarizes the challenge we have when we create a product for our users as:“…the case in which the symbols communicated are abstract graphic representations of data in the form of charts, graphs, and maps: data visualizations. Viewing the communication of data in this conceptual framework is helpful because it reminds us of what we should be considering. Knowing how the system can fail is a key first step.”In other words, because our work involves signaling to our users via abstract representations of data, understanding how our signals can get confused helps ensure we communicate effectively.
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Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
When communicating with data, there are five principles that are useful to help ensure your products are successful.They are:Know your goalUse the right dataSelect suitable visual metaphorTell your storyCheck the results
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Know your Goal 

Source: Jones, Ben. 2014. Communicating Data with Tableau: Designing, Developing, and 
Delivering Data Visualizations. Sebastopol, CA:  O’Reilly Media, Inc. 

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
The first step in communicating effectively with data is to know your goal. Remember: a goal is simply the aim or desired result of your actions.In order to know your goal, you need to know the answer to three questions:Who are you trying to communicate with? (Your target audience)What do you want them to know? (Identify your intended meaning)What do you want them to do about it? (Desired effect)The desired effect can be the same thing as your goal. In that case, it is easy to determine whether you’ve met your goal.The desired effect can also be a precursor to your goal. For example, media publishing an article describing census results might be the effect that helps achieve your goal of educating the public about the results of the census.The main thing to identify up front is the Who – who your audience is. Is it decision-makers? People in a particular place? Professionals in a particular field?Think about what they care about and how well they might understand different data products. You would tailor a presentation differently if you are presenting to technical vs non-technical audiences.
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Know your Goal Example 

If your goal is to inform governments on differences in educational 
attainment across regions. 

Who is your target audience? 

What should the intended meaning of the product be? 

What is the desired effect you would like to see? 
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Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
Target audience:Government officials at education ministriesIntended meaning:Ex) educational attainment differs by region.Desired effect:Ministry understands educational access needs/differences in the regions.
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Know your Goal Example: Public Health Spending 

Year 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 

$Bil.  35 38 39 40 42 43 45 40 47 48 49 

Example 1: Original tabular data release of government spending from the Public Health Department in May 2011 

Example 2: Text in a local newspaper from June 2011 
“According to data released last month by the 
Public Health Department, government spending 
on health rose from $35 billion in 2000 to $49 
billion in 2010.  The rise was relatively steady, 
year by year, except for a dip of $5 billion in 
2007 due to a temporary cut in the national 
budget that affected all government agencies.” 

Example 3: Bar chart in a business magazine 
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Government Spending on Health Over the Past 
Decade 

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
In this example, we see multiple ways of representing the same data for a fictional country. The data is annual government health expenditures for the decade of 2000-2010.As you can see, the first example is tabular data, the second example is text/a statement, and the third is a bar chart.For each example, can we pick out the answers to the “Who?”, “What?”, and “Why?” questions?Who is the target audience?1: Public health officials2: Media3: Public health advocates / elected officialsWhat do you want them to know?1: Actual values2: Narrative about the last 10 years3: Changes in the valuesWhat is the desired effect? / What do you want them to do with it?1: Knowledge of levels of spending2: Accurately communicate / publish what you have released3: Understand health spending trendsGiven your answers, what do you think the goal was for each of these examples? Do you think one of the examples does a better job of achieving its goal or not?Provide public health officials with data which they can use to understand changes in health care spending.Communicate spending changes to the public.Communicate the trend of spending to business leaders.Finally, why would mapping not be an appropriate visualization for this data?A map does not provide any additional information for this data set since the data is about a single area. A map might be more useful if there were multiple data sets representing multiple regions or areas.
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Use the Right Data 
Using the right data involves giving your target audience 
enough data that they understand your intended meaning and 
can act to create your desired effect. 

This involves balancing many things, like: 

• Levels of geography 

• Length of time series 

• Number of Rows/columns in a table 

• Categories included on a graph 

• Inclusion of technical language 
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Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
Using the right data involves employing statistical analysis to ensure that the data are accurate, support your goal, are of high quality, and have applied disclosure avoidance.Remember: your users will support you if they have confidence that your data are sound.When displaying the right data, it is important to balance several different things, like: [See slide]
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Use the Right Data, Not all the Data 

American English Dialects (aschmann.net) 

It is easy to overwhelm users with complexity. 
 
All the information you have is useful, but 
unorganized. 
 
Produce products that allow your users to avoid 
organizing the data themselves. 
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Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
This is a map of American English Dialects from aschmann.net. As you can see, it is so complex that it is not really useful.One of the primary things a map reader is going to want to do is look for spatial patterns. After all, this is quite probably the entire point of having a thematic map — showing a relationship between what happens and where it happens. If you there isn’t one, then you might as make a table, instead.Now, in the case of Mr. Aschmann’s map, there’s certainly a connection between where people live and the sorts of speech patterns that come up. The problem here, though, is that this pattern is nearly impossible to discern.To be able to see how dialects change over space requires that you look at a certain region, determine its characteristics, then look at a second region and do the same, then a third, and so on, comparing them all along the way. Your eyes sweep across the map, and each time you take a quick read and compare with what you’ve already seen. But this only works if that read can indeed be quick. With Mr. Aschmann’s map, figuring out what’s going on in any one location is a significant chore. There are so many possible symbol types, sorting through the legend is a challenge. Just figuring out which set of lines your target area falls within can be difficult, given how many layers crop up. Even if a reader is interested only in looking up data on a single place, and not making comparisons or seeing patterns, the density makes it nearly too much trouble to be worth checking. Once you’ve successfully figured out what’s going on with one region, you can move on to the next region to compare. But by the time you’ve waded through the decoding process a second time, you’ve already forgotten what the first region means. Comparison, and therefore pattern recognition, is nearly impossible, because your brain simply can’t hold that much complexity at a time or absorb it fast enough.

https://aschmann.net/AmEng/
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Select Suitable Visual Metaphor 
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The are many different types of visualizations that you can set up for a given 
set of data. But we should choose graphical forms that assist thinking. 
 
These forms should match the dimensionality of the data and should 
facilitate the intended analytic comparisons. 
 
People naturally make comparisons when presented with information. It is 
important to account for this natural tendency and design accordingly. 

“Good visual metaphors do more than merely encode data - they suggest to the reader how to understand the data…” 

- Guidelines and Best Practices for Interactive Data Visualizations, US Census Bureau 

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
The are many different types of visualizations that you can set up for a given set of data. But we should choose graphical forms that assist thinking. These forms should match the dimensionality of the data and should facilitate the intended analytic comparisons. People naturally make comparisons when presented with information. It is important to account for this natural tendency and design accordingly.
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Select Suitable Visual Metaphor 
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Visualizations need to: 

• Be informative without biasing feelings. 

• Combine to build a story that at least partially achieves your goal. 

• Present a clear, honest representation of the data. 

Considerations for good designs: 
• Good design is subtle. 
• Design for iconic memory. 
• Design for short-term memory challenges. 
• Salience and prominence 
• Plain language 
• Restraint 
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Be Aware of Visual Perception 

Humans perceive visual channels with different levels of accuracy. 

- Guidelines and Best Practices for Interactive Data Visualizations, US Census Bureau 

Visual Perception is affected by: 

• Proximity 

• Similarity and discriminability 

• Grouping 

• Separability 

• Interference 

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
Viewing a visualization involves a complex collection of interacting perceptual and interpretive systems that mostly work without us knowing. Some differences in visualizations are easier for us to detect than other differences. And visual perception is context dependent and can be altered by nearby elements.For example, in the two groups of grey and orange circles, which orange circle is bigger?Clearly, the answer is that they are both the same size – otherwise, why would I ask?It is extremely difficult to look at each group and perceive them as the same size. The orange circle on the right always looks bigger.The grey circles are interfering with our ability to compare the orange circles by forcing our brains to compare the orange circles against them.So, when designing a visualization, be aware that visual perception is affected by:ProximitySimilarity and discriminability – objects that look alike will be grouped together.Grouping, either by being physically enclosed or by some sort of physical connection, like a line.Separability – our brains tend to fill in gaps to either complete patterns that may not exist or create continuity between objects.And, Interference – as we saw with the example.Clearly, many of these ideas will come into conflict when you are designing a visualization. It is important to strike the best balance for the audience.
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The Core Five 
• Line Chart 
• Bar Chart 
• Area Chart 
• Dots – Lollipop, Dot 

Plot 
• Scatter Plot 

Other Visualizations 
• Sankey Diagram 
• Slope Diagram 
• Heat Map 
• Timeline 
• Trellis Diagram 
• Butterfly Chart 
• Network Diagram 
• Tree Map 
• Map 

Visuals to Avoid 
• Pie and Donut Chart 
• Overlapping Charts 
• Packet Bubble Chart 
• Word Cloud 
• Tile Maps 
• Symbol Maps 

“Anyone can put some data into a graphing application and create a graph.” 
- Cole N. Knaflic, Storytelling With Data 

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
As we saw earlier, selecting a suitable visualization requires consideration of several different design factors and understanding how humans perceive the world visually. The first and most important step in creating a visualization is deciding what kind of visualization to use.For static visualizations, this decision is mainly about which type of chart or diagram works best with the data. For interactive visualizations, there are additional considerations that need to be made in terms of how the audience will use the on-screen controls and how to ensure key relationships are emphasized. But, in the end, an interactive visualization is just using more static visualizations.We’ll group our visualizations into three different categories: the core five, other visualizations, and visuals to avoid. Let’s look at each in turn and see when/how is can/should be used.
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The Core Five: Line Chart 
Uses 
• For continuous variables, like time 
• When the slope of the line has meaning. 

Visual Metaphor 
• Flight of an arrow or a traveler’s path. 
• Movement always in one direction. 

Advantages 
• Can present several variables at once. 
• Important areas can be highlighted. 
• Line type can be varied to indicate times where 

data might be missing. 

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
The line chart is one of the workhorses of data visualizations.[Uses, visual metaphor, and advantages from slide]Note a few of the good design choices for this graph:The grid lines have been minimized/eliminated so the user can view the data without interference.The labels are placed near their data to minimize short-term memory challenges.The data series is – presumably – cut off to emphasize the time period shown. (Restraint)The title is the second most prominent piece of information (Salience and prominence)
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The Core Five: Bar Chart 
Uses 
• For discrete variables 
• Countable measurements 
• Relative magnitude 

Visual Metaphor 
• A stack of stuff 
• Gravity dictates that a taller stack is more stuff. 

Advantages 
• Simple format for category comparison. 
• Emphasize individual points. 
• Can easily show rank. 
• Many additional dimensions are easily included. 

- Guidelines and Best Practices for 
Interactive Data Visualizations, US 
Census Bureau 

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
The bar chart is probably the most accessible chart due to its widespread use.[Uses, visual metaphor, and advantages from slide]Some ways to include additional dimensions in bar charts include:Inserting lines or dot plots to show measures while the bar chart shows countsGrouping bars to add categoriesDifferential spacing to show order and quantitative separation.
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The Core Five: Bar Chart Continued 

- Guidelines and Best Practices for Interactive Data Visualizations, US 
Census Bureau 

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
These two bar charts are examples of how to incorporate additional dimensions.[Explain examples via summaries under titles]
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The Core Five: Area Chart 

- Guidelines and Best Practices for Interactive Data Visualizations, US 
Census Bureau 

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
The area chart shows subcomponents of a group adding up to a total. It is a risky chart in that – beyond the first group and the total – most groups are difficult to compare.But it can work in instances where the differences are so large that comparisons can be made without a common axis.When using stacked line charts, additional dimensions can be included that show grouping, order, and relationships.Area charts have the same visual metaphors as regular bar or line charts.
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The Core Five: Dot Charts 

Uses 
• Alternative to bar chart 
• Expressing ratios 

Visual Metaphors 
• Runners in a race 
• Beads on a string 

- Guidelines and Best Practices for Interactive Data Visualizations, US 
Census Bureau 

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
The lollipop and dot plot charts are useful alternatives to bar charts. They are especially useful at expressing ratios and can easily incorporate additional categorical information, such as statistical significance.[Visual metaphors from slide][Charts from slide]Note the good design choices:Different chart types are used for different measurements – improving visual perception.Space is used to break up dense text – avoiding interference.Color is used to highlight important data and to group common categories – prominence.
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The Core Five: Scatter Plot 
Uses 
• Show relationships between two 

continuous variables 

Visual Metaphor 
• No physical metaphor. 
• A map without reference to geography. 

Advantages 
• Additional variables are easy to add. 
• Analytically flexible. 

- Guidelines and Best Practices for 
Interactive Data Visualizations, US 
Census Bureau 

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
The scatter plot is a familiar and useful chart that shows the relationship between two continuous variables. However, it is not very intuitive visually. Rather than a physical metaphor, it is more like a map without a reference geography. To be useful, scatter plots require the use of annotations in the form of text, colored areas, lines, and icons to define analytic territories.[Go through Chart]Notice the design choices:Transparency allows all bubbles to be seen.Broken axis distributes the data over a greater extent.Bubble description is included within chart but away from the data so it doesn’t distract.
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Interactive Visualizations 

Good Interactive Visualizations: 

• Find a good story. 

• Design for the UX. 

• Design for the Web. 

• Design for interactivity. 

Business Formation Statistics by State (census.gov) 

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
Interactive visualizations are another option for data visualization these days. They allow for additional dimensions of analysis and for users to define the visualizations that they want to see.But, with added complexity comes additional design considerations and challenges. Designing an interactive visualization is accomplished by a team of people. Be sure to assemble a team with the right kind of experience to make the interactive visualization.The most important aspect of an interactive visualization is the story that you are telling. Once you have identified a story and the relevant data, you can use everything we’ve talked about here to identify good visualizations of the data to include.The user experience is the most important aspect of the interactive visualization. If the choices of the visuals to include allow easy interpretation of the data, then the only problems that could come up relate to how the user experiences interacting with the product. Things like processing delays, unintelligible menus, inconsistent appearances, and lack of expected functionality take away from the user’s experience.Good design includes things like:Making important information visible and using Tooltips for supplementary information.Keeping the appearance unified and consistent. Don’t change color themes just because a different data series is selected.Group controls together and keep them visible.Stay restrained – tell your story and stay away from useless shiny objects.Apply animation at important points in your story, not everywhere.Highlight points of interest while making everything available.Use white space – give everyone’s eyes a rest.Using current technology and best practices.Ensuring performance is sufficient.

https://www.census.gov/library/visualizations/interactive/bfs-by-state.html
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Telling Your Story 
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“No, no! The adventures first, explanations take such a dreadful time.” 
- Lewis Carroll, Adventures in Wonderland 

Begin at the beginning and go on till you come to the end: then stop.” 
- Lewis Carroll, Adventures in Wonderland 

“The purpose of a storyteller is not to tell you how to think, but to give 
you questions to think upon.” 

- Brandon Sanderson, The Way of Kings 

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
We’ve discussed all the components that go into creating a story with data. Now, let’s describe how to go about telling your data story.When creating a data story, it is useful to think about it as if you are creating an actual story.So, try to image aspects of your story like:Who are the characters?Is there a beginning, middle, and end?Does what you are saying further the plot of your story?These three quotes provide good motivations for storytelling:1st Alice Quote: Your story should be a bit of an adventure. Focus on what is happening in the data rather than explaining the data.Sanderson Quote: You need to give your readers questions to think about.2nd Alice Quote: Keep your stories tightly paced. Only include what is needed.
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Creating a Message 
When creating your story: 

• Give your story a logical narrative flow. 

• Begin at the highest level of data and work down. 

• Start at one point in time and move to another. 

• Keep it simple and brief 

• Only highlight noteworthy changes. 

• Prioritize the main takeaway. 

• Use facts and numbers creatively, but accurately. 

• Ask: do you have enough data to do this? 

• Provide the complete story, don’t cherry-pick. 

 
Data 

 
Visuals 

 
Narrative 

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
In order to create a good story, you need to ensure a few different things:[See slide]Always keep your audience in mind. You may start out creating one story and end up with another. So, it is important to continually ask and anticipate what your readers what to know.
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How to Say It Example 

Cicadas 2021 | Cicadas 
(juiceboxdata.com) 

OECD 
Better Life 
Index 

An Aging World: 2020 (census.gov) 

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
Let’s look at a few additional examples. Here are three websites – the OECD’s Better Life Index, a story about the 2021 Cicadas Brood, and an International Programs story about An Aging World in 2020. Consider the messages in each product and how they say that message. For each product:What do you think is done well?What could be improved?

https://juiceboxdata.com/a/cicada_swarm_2021/
https://juiceboxdata.com/a/cicada_swarm_2021/
https://www.oecdbetterlifeindex.org/#/11111111111
https://www.oecdbetterlifeindex.org/#/11111111111
https://www.oecdbetterlifeindex.org/#/11111111111
https://mtgis-portal.geo.census.gov/arcgis/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=3d832796999042daae7982ff36835e2e
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Where to Say It 

Reach vs. Impact 

Medium 
(Form of the message) 

Paper, electronic, internet 
Static, interactive, animated, combined 

Channel 
(Message delivery method) 

Stand-alone, recorded, remote, in person 

Source: Jones, Ben. 2014. Communicating Data with Tableau: Designing, Developing, and Delivering Data Visualizations. Sebastopol, CA:  O’Reilly Media, Inc. 

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
When disseminating a product, deciding where to say your message is an important consideration.[Define medium from slide] (This is what form the message takes.)[Define channel from slide] (This is how the message is delivered.)There is an implicit trade-off between cost and reach/impact. Knowing your goal, and knowing who makes up your target audience, informs your decision about which medium and channel to use. Products that are static and just disseminated on social media (stand-alone) are cheap to produce but only have a small impact on the audience. Products that are interactive and demonstrated in person/alongside the user are expensive to produce but have a deep impact.
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Feedback 
Know your 

goal 
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Reach 
Did the audience even receive your message at all? Who did 
and who didn’t? 

Understanding 
Did the audience interpret the data message in the way you 
intended? 

Impact 
Did the audience react in the way you wanted them to react? 

Ask people what they need, and they will tell you. 

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
Finally, as we have mentioned, feedback – check the results of your story. Try to discover the reach, understanding, and impact of your product.[Reach, Understanding, and Impact on slide]Remember that feedback is crucial to remaining relevant in the eyes of your data ecosystem. Users remain engaged when they feel their suggestions are heard and potential critics can become partners in your future successes.
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